Hi Judy,

Based on feedback from the GCCC today, both certificates have been revised by their respective departments. In particular,

1. Both have been changed under Section 7, Part a, the third bullet that begins “Your GPA should be 3.0 or better...” to simply read “GPA should be consistent with the Graduate College handbook requirements”.
2. The names of two Finance classes have been corrected in the Finance proposal to match the catalog.
3. Under Section 7, Part b, the Enterprise Certificate now mirrors the Finance Certificate in stating “For those lacking any prior background in Information Systems, MIS 501 must be taken, but does not apply towards the twelve credits needed for the certificate.”
4. Under electives, the Enterprise Certificate proposal formerly stated, “Other courses by permission” in the last bullet. This has been deleted.

I believe these were all of the comments from the GCCC. The revised versions are attached.
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Travis
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